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BEN SCOTT 
FITNESS

Former professional sportsman and elite celebrity 
trainer delivers a unique and relaxed approach to 
health and wellbeing in the workplace. 


Drawing from 15 years of professional sports and 10 
years in the fitness industry Ben Scott Fitness delivers 
a collection of workshops designed to help boost 
productivity and health in your team or company. 
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This workshop is an overview of 
the main nutritional approaches 
that have arisen over the last few 
decades. See how they differ in 
complexity and structure but 
more importantly we will focus on 
the commonality within the 
spectrum of diets to reach your 
goals.


Life would be easier if the right 
things to do were second nature. 
This workshop delivers a few 
techniques that we can use to 
help make our lives align with our 
goals. How do I integrate the 
principles of training and nutrition 
I have learned into my life for 
long lasting effects. 


Whether you are in the gym or 
working out at home, the 
principles of training apply and it’s 
important to get these right and 
get the most out of your training. 
Train smart! 


Understanding and decoding 
social media and the fitness 
industry. Is what we see really 
achievable? Can we learn the 
right things from social media? 
How real are ‘real 
transformations’? Unravelling 
common myths on social media. 


This set of workshops is designed 
to highlight the potential signs of 
bad posture as gravity (and the 
workplace) plays its inevitable 
part on us throughout life. This is 
a lifestyle driven approach to 
dealing with posture and the 
importance of releasing 
symptoms of pain. 


This workshop looks at the big 5 
joints: shoulder, back, hips, knee 
and ankle issues that create the 
most pain and often hinder 
training, lifestyle and advancement 
in your goals. Recap on anatomy 
and a look into corrective 
measures from a rehab 
perspective.


Rediscover how you use your body 
effectively again. The focus of this 
workshop is to help initiate your 
journey back to being a child and 
using your body how it was 
designed. The importance of 
regression and progression to allow 
you to find your place on the 
capability spectrum and grow from 
there. 

Enhance your performance from a 
fitness or sporting context. Plan 
and boost the way you perform 
by breaking down goals and 
rebuilding the components using 
core principles. These skills are 
transferable and many clients use 
these techniques to develop their 
work performance. 


